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Zuidervaart, Lambert. Social philosophy after Adorno / Lambert Zuidervaart. p. cm. Includes bibliographical references and index. isbn 978-0-521-87027-6 (hardback) -isbn 978-0-521-69038-6 (pbk.) 1. Adorno, Theodor W., 1903 Theodor W., -1969 My writing since then has benefited from simultaneously teaching graduate students at three different schools. The following colleagues deserve special mention for facilitating these interinstitutional arrangements and thereby supporting my own scholarly efforts: Robert Gibbs and James Brown, graduate coordinators and associate chairs in the Department of Philosophy at the University of Toronto; Donald Ainslie, the department chair; and Ansley Tucker, who served as associate academic dean at ICS for two years and became a dear friend. Four students in a guided reading course on ''Culture and Economy'' read and discussed the entire book manuscript: Benjamin Groenewold, Kristina Jung, Peter Lok, and Tricia Van Dyk. Matt Klaassen, who joined us for the final session, has provided valuable research assistance throughout the project. I want to acknowledge the interest and inspiration of these students and of many others whom I have not named.
Theodor Adorno once recorded a dream in which he refused to abandon his metaphysical hopes because he wanted to awaken together with Gretel, his beloved companion and spouse. Something like Adorno's dream clings to this book on his social philosophy. A year before I decided to write it, our goddaughter Esther Hart and her partner David Roy gave birth to their first and only child. They named her Sophie Marieke. A half year later we learned that at age thirty-six Esther had colorectal cancer. Because the cancer had gone undetected far too long, it had metastasized to several other internal organs. Surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation treatments would follow, temporarily slowing the cancer's growth but not reversing it. Esther wants to live long enough to see her daughter begin school at age four.
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